No.A4-32414/2020/MM
District Police Office,
Malappuram
spmpm.pol@kerala.gov.in
04832734983
Dated.09-06-2020
DO No. 389/2020/MM
Sub
Ref

: Regularization of pay in r/o Smt.Ranjini.M,Smt.Bindu.K & Smt.Sujitha.U ,UD
Typists-- Orders issued--Reg.
: 1)Letter No.A4/55/2020/RRRF Dtd 11/05/20.

1)Ranjini.M(PEN:735041)
Smt.Ranjini.M was promoted as Upper Division Typist and her pay was fixed @ Rs.25200/wef 28/07/17 in the scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Her increment due date in the promotion post is
01/07/18.But s he was granted the same wef 01/09/17,ie the increment date in the lower post ,by
mistake.Hence her pay regularised as follows.
Granted increments raising pay @ Rs.25850/- wef 01/07/18 and to Rs.26500/- wef 01/07/19 in the
scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Next increment due on 01/07/20.
Excess pay drawn will be recovered from the individual.
DO Nos.851/17/MM and 794/18/MM are modified to this extent
2) Bindu.K(PEN:725849)
Smt.Bindu.K was promoted as Upper Division Typist and her pay was fixed @ Rs.25200/- wef
22/07/17 in the scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Her increment due date in the promotion post is
01/07/18.But she was granted the same wef 01/09/17,stepping up her pay upto that of her junior
Smt.Ranjini.M.Irregularities in the pay fixation in r/o the junior is now rectified .Hence her pay regularised as
follows.
Granted increments raising pay @ Rs.25850/- wef 01/07/18 and to Rs.26500/- wef 01/07/19 in the
scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Next increment due on 01/07/20.
Excess pay drawn will be recovered from the individual.
DO Nos.180/18/MM and 794/18/MM are modified to this extent
3)Sujitha.U(PEN:725850)
Smt.Sujitha.U was promoted as Upper Division Typist and her pay was fixed @ Rs.25200/- wef
22/07/17 in the scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Her increment due date in the promotion post is
01/07/18.But she was granted the same wef 01/09/17,stepping up her pay upto that of her junior
Smt.Ranjini.M.Irregularities in the pay fixation in r/o the junior is now rectified .Hence her pay regularised as
follows.
Granted increments raising pay @ Rs.25850/- wef 01/07/18 and to Rs.26500/- wef 01/07/19 in the
scale of pay of Rs.25200-54000.Next increment due on 01/07/20.
Excess pay drawn will be recovered from the individual.
DO Nos.180/18/MM and 794/18/MM are modified to this extent
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Abdul Karim U IPS,
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: The individual.
: F1 and F3(a)section for necessary action.Excess pay drawn wef 01/09/17
may be recovered from the next pay of the individual.
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